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Company snapshot

Background
With so many locations, Pangea Properties needed a way that they could manage their 

online reviews and customer communications in one place. They were especially looking 

for a solution that would help them automate and be customizable to fit the needs of each 

location. Because of the custom reporting capabilities and automatic review requests, 

Pangea Properties knew BirdEye was the right solution for them.

Pangea Properties was also suffering from a negative online reputation. They were finding 

that only their unhappy tenants were leaving reviews, which gave an inaccurate 

representation of their service to anyone who found them online. Pangea Properties needed 

a way to amplify the voices of their thousands of happy tenants, and address negative 

feedback in a strategic way. 

Pangea Properties is a multi-family real estate owner and operator. They own 13,000 

apartment units and manage them across three major markets: Chicago, Indianapolis, and 

Baltimore. Pangea Properties serves thousands of tenants and works tirelessly to provide 

them with the best experience.
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Easy review responses changed the game
Pangea Properties has always known the impact of responding to reviews. When a tenant 

leaves a great review, responding with a sincere “Thank you!” proves to their tenants that 

they care. When a tenant leaves a negative review, the team knew they needed to respond 

quickly to resolve the issue. However, without having the right solution in place, they had 

struggled to keep up with their review responses at scale. 
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BirdEye helped Pangea Properties respond to all of their reviews, both positive and negative, 

to improve their customer experience. Now, tenants know that their feedback is being heard 

and addressed. The constant stream of client feedback helps them to see which locations 

are performing well, and which locations need additional support. Not only have online 

reviews helped Pangea Properties improve their customer experience, but it also helps them 

rank higher in local searches and improve their SEO, which is a crucial element to beating 

the competition.



Seamless integration with Yardi
BirdEye’s integration with Yardi, a property management software, was another selling point 

for Pangea Properties. Using Yardi and BirdEye, they are able to collect feedback from 

tenants on leasing agents’ performance, what their experience was like at a property 

showing, and how well the company is doing at their call centers. Pangea Properties uses 

this customer feedback to improve their business practices. Because much of this feedback 

is given in the form of reviews, the transparency helps to show prospects how much Pangea 

Properties values their customer experience. 

Business adjustments during a pandemic
BirdEye has helped Pangea Properties maintain the same level of customer care even 

amidst the pandemic. Many property management companies struggled to adjust to 

lockdowns and quarantines during COVID-19. As Pangea Properties started to set up 

virtual tours and online consultations, they noticed through their reviews that some 

elements were slipping through the cracks. After reading their feedback, they were able

to adjust to a smoother process and ensure that all interested prospects were getting the

proper follow-up calls and emails.
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How Pangea Properties found success
By choosing BirdEye as their solution, Pangea Properties was able to improve their 

customer experience from the moment of discovery. BirdEye has helped them manage their 

online reputation across all of their locations, respond to customer feedback quickly, and 

see where business strategy adjustments were needed. Their current review cadence keeps 

them informed about their client experience across all of their properties, and helps them 

turn previous issues into opportunities for client delight. 

BirdEye’s listings management has also helped Pangea Properties keep their tenants and 

prospects informed about changing operations.  Having one tool to push out the correct 

information improved customer experience and helped them keep all customers informed 

and happy during these uncertain times. 

A R U N  D A S  -  H E A D  O F  M A R K E T I N G  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y

“Having a great customer experience is so important in the 
apartment industry. It's crucial to have great reviews and to 
keep your customers happy along every step of the customer 
journey. BirdEye helped us do that. The added SEO benefit 
from BirdEye's local listing management and local SEO has 
been a huge positive as well.”



About BirdEye

See how BirdEye can help you grow your business! 
Call us at 1-800-561-3357, schedule a demo or visit www.birdeye.com for more information.

Omnicorp

BirdEye, the comprehensive customer experience platform, enables businesses of all 

sizes to be found online through reviews, be chosen by customers with 1:1 customer 

text messaging interactions, and be the best business with survey and insights tools.

BirdEye’s all-in-one CX and ORM platforms include review monitoring, review generation,

review marketing, business text messaging, bulk messaging, textable landline numbers, 

web chat, live chat, a centralized inbox, customer surveys, customer support ticketing, 

listings, business insights and competitive benchmarking.

BirdEye was ranked #1 in Online Reputation Management (8 consecutive times) and 

#60 in the “100 Best Software Companies” in the world by G2.

Want to learn more? Head to our website and see why over 50,000 businesses trust 

BirdEye to help them be found, be chosen, be connected, and be the best.

The customer experience platform to be found online, be chosen 
with interactions, and be the best business.
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https://birdeye.com/cal/schedule/
https://birdeye.com/


BirdEye products
BirdEye is the only comprehensive platform for customer experience that offers a range 
of products that scale with your business.

Listings

Manage your business listings on 50+ sites to rank higher everywhere online. Dominate 

local SEO with your custom BirdEye profile.

Reviews

Get customer reviews on sites that matter to your business and boost customer happiness 

by leveraging feedback from 150+ review sites.

Referrals

Let your customers refer your business to their family and friends and get new customers 

through word of mouth.

Interactions

The single customer interactions software for your team to connect with leads and 

customers through text, live chat, video and bulk messaging.

Surveys

Connect with your customers at any point in their journey by engaging at the right time, in 

the right channel, with simple and effective surveys.

Ticketing

Convert reviews, social mentions and survey responses into support tickets and solve 

issues before they escalate.

Insights

Dig beneath reviews, ratings, customer feedback, and survey scores to discover what's 

working, what's not, and where.

Benchmarking

Analyze your competition through customer feedback to understand where you rank in your 

industry and leverage competitive insights to get ahead.

See how BirdEye can help you grow your business! 
Call us at 1-800-561-3357, schedule a demo or visit www.birdeye.com for more information.BI
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